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Automobile Sales Estimate – July 2020 

On ground checks: Regional lockdowns & tight financing restrict retail sales 
Automobile sales in July 2020 are likely to witness a further improvement over June on the back of ramp 
up in supply chain, strong rural sentiments and rise in preference for personal mobility to follow social 
distancing norms. Dispatches from OEMs are likely to improve sequentially on further ramp up in plant 
utilization levels following the recovery in supply chain and labour issues. But, dispatches are expected to 
be lower on a YoY basis even on a low base. Our interactions with dealers (See page 2) suggest that retail 
sales have come off sequentially due to the imposition of strict local lockdowns across various states in 
July. However, wholesales are expected to be higher than retail sales as OEMs fill the channel inventory, 
which remains substantially lower than normal level. As per the commentaries from a few OEMs, semi-
urban and rural markets are doing better but urban markets are catching up fast in July amid higher 
demand at the lower end of the segments. We expect Passenger Vehicle (PV) dispatches to improve 
sequentially but are likely to remain lower on a YoY basis. According to commentary from some PV OEMs, 
enquiries, bookings and retail operations have reached 85-90% of normal level in July. Our channel 
checks suggest that demand has been higher in the entry level segment. Most dealers we spoke with 
sounded positive given the better than expected recovery in demand and stated that enquiries have been 
much higher but conversion is getting affected due to local lockdowns and non-availability of models. 
However, they do not expect demand to fully recover by the festive period. Financiers have tightened the 
credit checks and to boost demand, PV OEMs have tied up with financers to offer attractive schemes. 
Discounts were lower sequentially. Two Wheeler (2W) dispatches are expected to see further recovery on 
the back of further ramp up in supply chains, thriving rural sentiments and rise in personal mobility needs 
on account of Covid-19. Our interactions with dealers indicate that retail sales were affected in July (but 
were higher sequentially) due to erratic lockdowns and tighter financing. Further, there has been a lot of 
down-trading with higher demand in the 100-125cc segment. All the 2W OEMs have taken a price increase 
of about Rs1,500-2,000 over the last two months. We expect Tractor dispatches to outperform other 
segments given the strong rural sentiments on the back of good Rabi procurement, good monsoon 
leading to better kharif sowing and farm labour shortage. The government’s stimulus package and 
increase in MSPs for Kharif crops have further boosted rural sentiments. We expect Commercial Vehicle 
(CV) dispatches to remain dull as CV remains the worst affected segment due to economic slowdown, 
excess capacity and limited driver availability. 
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Exhibit 1:  Automobile sales estimate  
  Jul-20E Jul-19 YoY (%) Jun-20 MoM (%) Comments 

Maruti Suzuki India 
     

  

Domestic sales  88,057 100,006 (11.9) 53,139 65.7 
Expect Maruti to witness ~13% YoY decline in sales volume on gradual ramp up of 
operations. 

Exports  6,944 9,258 (25.0) 4,289 61.9 

Total sales  95,000 109,264 (13.1) 57,428 65.4 

Mahindra & Mahindra 
      

Automotive 27,562 40,142 (31.3) 19,358 42.4 Expect tractor sales to see a 20% YoY growth, as demand continues to remain 
strong on positive rural sentiments. Automotive sales are likely to witness gradual 
recovery, especially in rural portfolio amid supply constraints. 

Farm Equipment 24,000 19,992 20.1 36,544 (34.3) 

Total Sales 51,562 60,134 (14.3) 55,902 (7.8) 

Bajaj Auto 
      

Motorcycle 273,879 322,210 (15.0) 255,122 7.4 Expect motorcycle sales to decline by ~15% YoY with similar recovery in both 
domestic and export volume (given good export order book. 3W sales are expected to 
decline by ~55% YoY, supported by export volume as domestic volume is likely to be 
very minimal. 

Three-wheeler 26,204 58,563 (55.3) 22,975 14.1 

Total 300,082 380,773 (21.2) 278,097 7.9 

Exports out of the above 147,869 175,384 (15.7) 126,908 16.5 

Hero MotoCorp 
      

Motorcycle/scooter 482,229 535,810 (10.0) 450,744 7.0 Expect relatively faster recovery on the back of strong demand in entry level segment. 

TVS Motor Company 
      

Two-wheeler  199,226 265,679 (25.0) 191,076 4.3 2W sales are expected to decline by 25% YoY. 3Ws are likely to improve sequentially 
on the back of recovery in export volume amid stability in crude prices and forex rates 
of export markets. 

Three-wheeler 8,272 13,786 (40.0) 7,311 13.1 

Total 207,498 279,465 (25.8) 198,387 4.6 

Ashok Leyland 
      

MHCV 1,008 6,722 (85.0) 755 33.5 
Dispatches are likely to witness sharp decline due to weak demand amid economic 
slowdown, excess capacity and limited driver availability. 

LCV 2,103 4,205 (50.0) 1,639 28.3 

Total sales 3,111 10,927 (71.5) 2,394 29.9 

Eicher Motors 
      

VECV 1,600 4,001 (60.0) 1,321 21.1 Expect RE's dispatches to be lower by 25% YoY due to gradual ramp up of operations 
amid supply constraints. Its order book has reached pre-covid levels. Royal Enfield (RE) 40,639 54,185 (25.0) 38,065 6.8 

Source: Nirmal Bang Institutional Equities Research 

https://euromoney.com/brokers
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Channel Checks Summary  

Two-Wheelers 

 Most dealers had a good June depending on when the local lockdown was lifted. Demand has been largely driven by 
rural areas as farmers had cash in hand. Lack of public transport due to restrictions on carrying capacity also drove 
customers towards 2Ws. In cities, the only reason for demand is the shift towards personal mobility. In both the 
cases, demand is towards the lower end of the segment. There is not much demand-supply gap, except for RE, 
according to our checks. Most dealers are carrying 20-30 days of inventory and no OEM is pushing any stock. 
Currently, regional level lockdowns are affecting demand. Pune had a lockdown for 10 days until 24th July; a 10-day 
lockdown started in Bhopal from 26th July and Indore; many rural regions of Maharashtra and Bihar are under 
lockdown and restrictions. With spurt in cases in rural areas, demand has come down now. 

 Hero is doing better than others but only fast moving products (HF and Splendor) are selling right now. The new 
Passion is getting good demand but supply is low. For HMSI, Deluxe model is doing well. Its SP 125 is getting good 
demand but supply is low. HMSI dealers from UP would have done better in the wedding season if supply of SP 
would have been better. For Bajaj, demand is mostly for CT, Platina and Pulsar 125. Pulsar 150 customers are 
converting to 125cc. Supply for KTM is very low. Overall, in rural regions, the demand is 80% of normal level and in 
urban regions it is at 50-60% of normal level.  

 As per our checks, all OEMs have increased prices in the last couple of months. The increase has been in the range 
of Rs1500-2000 for Hero, TVS and HMSI. Prices of CT100 is up by Rs3,500 in the last few months. TVS and Hero 
have communicated that price increase is owing to move from Chinese to local vendors.  

 Financiers are getting prudent by increasing filters and rejecting more applications. LTVs have come down from 85-
95% level to 60-65% level. NBFCs are getting more strict as the moratorium rates are higher. At some Bajaj dealers, 
the share of finance by Bajaj Finance has come down from 80-90% level to 50-60% level. This has affected some 
sales. Finance penetration has come down at dealerships whose rural sales contribution has increased.  

 There is a spurt in demand for used bikes. But, supply is the issue as exchange sales have reduced at dealerships, 
indicating higher first time buyers. Used vehicle players like CredR are out of stock and have increased their margins. 
Even local used bike brokers are out of stock. 

In summary, erratic lockdowns and prudent financiers have affected demand in July. Demand is more towards the lower 
end of the products. No dealer could give guidance on the demand scenario for festivals. There are supply constraints, 
but they match with the demand, except for a few models. All dealerships are taking basic precautions like temperature 
checks at entrance, sanitizers and compulsory masks. 

 
Passenger Vehicles 

 Retail demand declined sequentially. The first half of July witnessed good traction in terms of enquiries and bookings. 
But, closure of dealerships due to local lockdown in many markets affected sales and retail delivery in the second 
half. Tight financing also affected sales. OEMs have asked dealers to push the variants already in inventory as 
dispatches remained tight. 

 Dealers indicated that overall enquiries remained strong and there is demand in the market but many customers are 
on wait and watch mode till the lockdown ends. Getting good share of enquiries from online channel/call based.  

 Financing has tightened. There is increased scrutiny on customer's credit rating and the documentation requirements 
have also increased. Overall LTVs have been reduced by banks though some NBFCs offer as high as 95% financing 
based on credit score. Customers, who have opted for moratorium, are not getting financing. This also resulted in 
loss of retail sales.  

 Dealers are also witnessing higher demand for entry level vehicles like Alto, S-Presso and Celerio. One of the 
reasons for higher demand for the entry level vehicles is reduced LTV. Venue and Nios have been top selling models 
for Hyundai; Bolero and XUV300 for M&M.  

 For Maruti - dealers indicated that initially customers were reluctant to opt for petrol Brezza and were expecting 
Maruti to launch diesel Brezza, but customers eventually shifted to the petrol variant (as diesel is not an option). But, 
they also indicated some lost sales as customers preferred the diesel engine. Demand for CNG model also saw an 
uptick in June and July.  

 Discounts were lower sequentially. Best-selling/new models like Venue, Creta, Brezza, Ertiga and Bolero did not have 
discounts. 

 Overall inventory remained lower than normal. Inventory was available for only slow moving variants 

In summary, enquiries remained high as there is demand in the market but retail sales were affected in July due to local 
lockdown, tight financing and tight dispatches. Discounts declined sequentially. Financing remained tight. 
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DISCLOSURES 

This Report is published by Nirmal Bang Equities Private Limited (hereinafter referred to as “NBEPL”) for private circulation. NBEPL is a 
registered Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 having Registration no. INH000001436. NBEPL is also 
a registered Stock Broker with National Stock Exchange of India Limited and BSE Limited in cash and derivatives segments.  
 
NBEPL has other business divisions with independent research teams separated by Chinese walls, and therefore may, at times, have 
different or contrary views on stocks and markets. 
 
NBEPL or its associates have not been debarred / suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for accessing / dealing in 
securities Market. NBEPL, its associates or analyst or his relatives do not hold any financial interest in the subject company. NBEPL or 
its associates or Analyst do not have any conflict or material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the research report with the 
subject company. NBEPL or its associates or Analyst or his relatives do not hold beneficial ownership of 1% or more in the subject  
company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this research report. 
 
NBEPL or its associates / analyst has not received any compensation / managed or co-managed public offering of securities of the 
company covered by Analyst during the past twelve months. NBEPL or its associates have not received any compensation or other 
benefits from the company covered by Analyst or third party in connection with the research report. Analyst has not served as an 
officer, director or employee of Subject Company and NBEPL / analyst has not been engaged in market making activity of the subject 
company. 
 
Analyst Certification: I/We, Mr. Anish Rankawat, the research analyst and Mr. Ronak Mehta, the research associate, the authors of 
this report, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflects my/our personal views about the subject 
securities, issuers, products, sectors or industries. It is also certified that no part of the compensation of the analyst was, is, or will be 
directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this research.  The analyst is principally responsible 
for the preparation of this research report and has taken reasonable  care  to  achieve  and  maintain  independence  and  objectivity  in  
making  any recommendations.  
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Disclaimer 

Stock Ratings Absolute Returns 

BUY  > 15% 

ACCUMULATE  -5% to15% 

SELL  < -5% 

This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. NBEPL is not 
soliciting any action based upon it. Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product, or to engage in or refrain 
from engaging in any such transaction. In preparing this research, we did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs 
of the reader.  

This research has been prepared for the general use of the clients of NBEPL and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed or redistributed to 
any other person in any form. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this research in any way. Though disseminated 
to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. NBEPL will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their 
receiving this report. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity resident in a state, country or any jurisdiction, where 
such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject NBEPL & its group companies to registration or 
licensing requirements within such jurisdictions. 

The report is based on the information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, 
complete or up-to-date and it should not be relied upon as such. We accept no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in it. NBEPL or any of its 
affiliates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained 
in this report. NBEPL or any of its affiliates or employees do not provide, at any time, any express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to 
this report, including without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of this report 
should rely on their own investigations.  

This information is subject to change without any prior notice. NBEPL reserves its absolute discretion and right to make or refrain from making modifications and 
alterations to this statement from time to time. Nevertheless, NBEPL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendations to its clients, and 
would be happy to provide information in response to specific client queries.  

Before making an investment decision on the basis of this research, the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the advice 
is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of 
securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in 
international investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely affect the value of the 
investment. Opinions expressed are subject to change without any notice. Neither the company nor the director or the employees of NBEPL accept any liability 
whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this research and/or further communication in relation to this research. Here it 
may be noted that neither NBEPL, nor its directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special 
or consequential including lost revenue or lost profit that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information contained in this report.  

Copyright of this document vests exclusively with NBEPL.  

Our reports are also available on our website www.nirmalbang.com   

Access all our reports on Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters and Factset. 
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